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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduction – I’ve worked as a local government environmentalist and household hazardous waste program coordinator for 21 years.  I’ve also managed two product stewardship projects for local government and the State of Minnesota which became national initiatives.  I’ll draw from my experience in these capacities for this presentation.Before I get started, I will warn you that I decided to illustrate my presentation in a pictogram style.  I have found that when I do this, and I’ve done it with elected officials and groups of public and private sector folks, the concepts and issues seem easier to understand.  I am a lousy artist, so please forgive the “so called” artwork!
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Presentation Notes
Most of you on this call have probably heard of and even understand product stewardship.  The logic is straight forward – products that are toxic and create waste should not be cleaned up by government, but by those who make, sell and consume them.  It’s a matter of assigning responsibility to those who make the choices that create the environmental and health impacts in a way that reduces or eliminates harm so that we all have a healthier place to live.  I’ll illustrate this in a moment.Local government stands to benefit immensely from PS with lowered program costs and responsibilities.  With our current fiscal situation, there is no better time for lowering costs and making a positive environmental impact.So, why isn’t local government leading the charge for product stewardship all over the US?  Why don’t we see more product stewardship laws…and local governments advocating for these laws?  A closer look at government’s role, particularly local government, reveals some barriers that may be preventing our support for product stewardship efforts.  In this presentation, I’ll talk about government’s role, how we’re doing when it comes to protecting the environment, what product stewardship is, the benefits of product stewardship, how government can work for solutions and next steps.I hope this examination will help us better understand and articulate the benefits of product stewardship and also help us, particularly at the local government level, better advocate for product stewardship laws.



Government’s Role
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Take about 10 seconds and come up with a sentence in your head that describes government’s role.  Ok, got it?  When I polled everyone from a legislator to my husband, here’s what people said:To protect the common goodTo promote quality of life for allTo do things others won’t or can’t – things with difficult to determine causes such as social services to  help families in trouble. Things where it’s more efficient for a publicly funded entity to take care of something for the good of all because we all use it - public roads, voting, property recordsTo makes some things “fair” – like property assessment or our justice systemAnd to be fiscally responsible – do it all in a way that conserves dollars



Government’s Role

• Common good
• Quality of life
• Difficult to determine causes
• Efficiency
• Fairness
• Fiscally responsible
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So here’s what government’s role boils down to:To protect the common good and quality of life for allTo do things for that common good where it’s difficult to determine causesTo do things where it’s more efficient to get the job done to have one organization doing itWhere fairness is neededAnd finally, to do everything in as fiscally a responsible way as possible



Drawing the Line?
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A long standing challenge for government is – where to draw “the line”?  How do we decide when someone besides government could or should be taking care of something?  What’s best for government to do to protect the common good and what’s best left to others to do?  What causes dependence and what supports healthy action?Sometimes government’s job is to incentivize something to happen vs. actually doing the thing.For example, Police DARE education to prevent alcohol and drug use vs. relying solely on a system of arrest; educating about recycling vs. building & running a recycling center; parenting classes vs. removing kids from the home or incarceration.When we’re trying to decide, I think we have to ask - are we enabling or empowering?  And also, how well is it working?  Are we reaching our goals? 



Solid Waste Scorecard

•47% recycling rate – stagnant since 
1990’s
•Waste continues – 1.07 tons per 
person per year
•$1-2 billion annually
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So, how ARE we doing when it comes to solid waste and the environment?In my State of MN, recycling rates have been stagnant since the 1990’s – at 47% and we have one of the highest rates in the USWaste generation continues – 1.07 tons per person per yearCost – best estimates are $1-2 billion annually.  Includes government costs, private hauling. I think we can safely assume that what we have been doing is not working – or at least not as well as we want it to.



Current Solid Waste System 
Isn’t “Working”
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Why?  We have all these great education programs and collection facilities and incentives and we’ve been working on this since the late 1980’s or early 90’s.  Why aren’t things better?Because our best efforts only chip away at the edges of a large and complex problem.  What we have not done is address the root of the problem – that products are designed from their very beginning in a way that makes them a “waste” or something that has no function at the end of their lives – they are designed to be disposable.  It’s a linear system beginning on the left with the mining of resources, manufacture of products, retailing the products to consumers who then look to government to regulate or sometimes foot the bill when it comes time to get rid of them.  Some product waste is recyclable but much of it ends up in landfills.  From the beginning where the inception and creation of the product happens, this system gives no or little thought about leftovers or environmental impacts.  So the figure with the dollar sign – that’s government - that’s where we’ve been trying to play out our “role” trying to clean up or minimize waste when it is designed into the product!  Government is trying to do the impossible.  No wonder that despite our best efforts, we can’t seem to improve our results.



Drawing the Line?

Oops…
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Have we overstepped that line – without even knowing it?  Are we enabling products to be made and consumed in a wasteful fashion by doing such a good job collecting and cleaning up?  Could we have unwittingly become part of the problem?  Could this be part of why we can’t seem to fulfill our role and reach our goals?  We have learned a lot  in the past 30 years - are we making the best choices possible now?



Drawing the Line?

Common good?
Quality of life?
Difficult to determine causes?
Efficiency?
Fairness?
Fiscally responsible?
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Let’s revisit our role:Are we working for the common good, promoting quality of life?Does solid waste have one of those difficult to determine causes - or can we tell who and what’s causing it?Are we doing this as efficiently as we can – meaning are we getting the results we truly want?Are we promoting fairness or are we enabling something we don’t want?Are we being as fiscally responsible as we can be with our constituents’ dollars?



Solution – Product Stewardship
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I think a real solution, a real way for us to fulfill our role is with the model of product stewardship – where, you will notice – government is no longer in the “loop” but in an oversight role outside the loop and industry carries out the role of “dealing” with waste.  Resources are minded to make products which are sold to consumers but consumers don’t turn to government to collect, regulate, dispose of the product waste - they turn to those who made and sold the products. Government’s role changes from being responsible for product waste to making sure that those who created it are.  How does government do this? By setting and enforcing the standards, rates & dates through product stewardship laws that protect the environment, but NOT cleaning up the waste.Industry determines the “how to”This means less government costs and less tax dollars which equals less government.The analogy of telling your kids to clean up their rooms and then doing it for them instead of giving them consequences applies here.  They will never clean up their rooms because you have proven that you will do it for them.  This is a tough love thing and when government pulls together and plays this role, industry pays attention.



There is $ in Waste!

Oregon (‘09) & other paint laws
•60+ retail paint collection sites –
foot traffic up

•Est 5 year 10 fold paint volume
increase

•Envirosystems, investor in high 
growth potential companies, 
recent investment in Amazon & Hotz

•Increase recycling paint products 
market

•Jobs
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And by the way - there is money in waste!Take the paint PS law passed in OR (and now CA).  In Oregon:There are now 60 plus retail paint collection sites – foot traffic in participating stores is up.It is estimated that within 5 years there will be a 10 fold collected paint volume increaseEnvirosystems, investor in high growth potential companies, recently invested in Amazon Paint & Hotz with plans for increases in the recycled paint products marketJobsWe are looking at an entire recycling industry across the US growing with paint product stewardship laws!  Leftover paint was previously landfilled or incinerated – and therefore wasted!  It’s original value – all those resources that went into making it – were lost.



What’s in it for Us?
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Almost every state in the Union is facing huge budget deficits.  The benefits of successful product stewardship laws for government and their constituents are particularly important to folks like me who work for government, and come in the form of 2 main outcomes – 1. less dollars spent which translates into less taxes - as well as, 2. actually achieving success in our work to protect the environment. So, what’s going on in LG’s heads?  Why don’t we see more LG advocating for PS laws?  



Local Government’s 
Perspective

•Committed
•Environmental protection
•Negative experience with PS
•Hired to do a job – now what?
•Changes ahead?
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After working among local government folks for the past 21 years, a glimpse into our history and how we think might be insightful:We are a committed bunch.  We care A LOT.  We want to do our job to protect the environmentWe are wary of industry – will they really protect the environment?  After all, these are the organizations that designed products to be toxic to begin with!  We’re concerned about turning over the “reins” to them.We’ve had bad experiences with past PS laws that had great intentions but basically caused a learning curve for us all We were hired to run these programs, to collect, to regulate, to take care of it all – now we’re asking industry to be responsible.  I interviewed one of the people who was responsible for starting the MN HHW programs, (back in the late ‘80’s), and she said that at the time the folks at the State who were putting it all together knew that working with industry who designed waste into products was something they should do, but that they couldn’t wait for the time passing those laws would take.  Toxicity in the solid waste stream was a pressing issue that had to be cleaned up NOW – they couldn’t wait years to have industry take responsibility - so they decided to have government run the programs and foot the bill.  What does this change in our role mean for local government?  What’s ahead?  



Transition

•“Contractor” for industry?
•Recycling costs covered
•Industry has own ideas
•Industry determines “how to”
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I think we are in a transition period and that it will take some time to shift gears.  For instance, LG may be first seen as a “contractor” to collect waste for industry with PS laws.Recycling costs will likely be covered - and it will take time to work out how to adjust our budgets and programs as laws are implementedGovernment must accept that industry will want to create programs their own way vs. us calling all the shots.This is new for government, especially local government, but we can grow into our role



Government’s New Role

•Rates & dates
•Require recycling & environmental 

protection
•Independent audits
•Incentivize/reward “smart” design?
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With product stewardship, government has a brand new role of oversight and we carry that out by…Setting rates & dates – how much must be collected, recycled and by whenRequiring recycling and environmental protectionRequiring independent audits of industry run product stewardship programsPerhaps we will even see ways to incentivize the smart design of products through rewards



Figure Out Our Side of the “Line”

Common good
Quality of life
Difficult to determine causes
Efficiency
Fairness
Fiscally responsible
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We can learn that we can best achieve our goals to serve the common good by staying on our side of the lineBy not “cleaning up” the waste when we can clearly trace how it is caused – some have even called this clean up social welfare for business!By ensuring that industry truly does what’s best for the environmentAn important role for government is to require equity among all producers & retailers – that all participate in implementing the lawsI think that learning to stay a bit more out of the way is the most fiscally and environmentally responsible thing we can do.



How Does Product Stewardship Happen?

Educate – county boards, city councils, 
legislators, county & city staff, constituents, 
business
Partners – strength in numbers
Product stewardship laws - now!
Listen to local government staff – lots of 
changes happening
Find champions - government & business, 
and support them
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Is this easy?  No – or we’d be doing it already.We need to educate, educate, educate.  Keep talking about PS, developing the message, clearing up the confusion We need to work with those among us who are like-minded because there is strength in numbers – creating product stewardship councils is one way to do thisWe need to work with industry because, as evidenced by the paint industry, there are those who “get it” and will be the leaders.  And BTW, these leaders are on both sides of the aisle.Introduce product stewardship bills – now!  Our budgets are being cut and more radical cuts are coming.  Passing laws and making the transition from tax funded clean up to industry responsibility takes time - and daylight is burning!We need to be patient with local government during the transition but continue to consistently move forwardFind the champions among us and get going….so that at the end of the day, we can truly do our job.



Leslie Wilson
Environmentalist III, HHW Coordinator

Carver County, MN
952.769.7308

lwilson@co.carver.mn.us
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